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Borderless windowed mode performance

When you play games on your PC, you can generally choose between window and full-screen modes. Some games offer a third option with a boundless window (if not, you can try faking it). What do these three different options mean and which one is the best? Let's find out. Fullscreen Mode Fullscreen mode is exactly what it sounds like: the game screen
takes the entire screen. Behind the scenes, the full-screen app has full control over the output of the screen, which means that what it shows has the highest priority. Generally speaking, you play a desktop-resolution game in full-screen mode. If you have a 1920x1080 (1080p) monitor, when you open the full screen of the game it will play 1080p. If you have
more than one monitor, you won't be able to move between them in full-screen mode. The mouse pointer remains locked on the monitor showing the game. To jump out of the game, you must use Alt +Tab. Pros: The computer devotes most resources to the game, potentially with a higher frame rate than other options, can not accidentally mouse another
monitor. Cons: Mouse locked on one monitor, alt-tabbing from the game takes a few seconds. Window mode Is also quite self-evident: The game runs in the window instead of taking up the entire screen. This allows you to resize it to run it in a smaller box. Because the game does not use the entire screen, the computer will continue to run other processes in
the background normally. In most cases, you probably want your game to use as much screen as possible. Therefore, if you're multitasking while playing or only wanting your game to use a bit of a screen, one of the other two options is better. Pros: Allows you to run the game at any size you want, easy to go with other windows. Cons: Increased chance of
input lag, the game looks worse in smaller sizes, frame rate drops. Borderless window mode This mode is a compromise between the two others. Borderless window mode looks like full-screen mode, but it's really window mode that works in full screen size without borders. It combines the benefits of having your game start with the full screen for comfort
being able to mouse another monitor instantly. However, because it is window mode, Windows is still running other processes in the background. This can cause performance hits. Pros: Allows you to enjoy a full screen screen while switching monitors easily. Cons: Background processes can bring in input delay and frame rate decreases. Which mode is best
used? Use full-screen mode if you want to devote all your computer's power to running the game and you don't have to switch out quickly. Use borderless window mode if your computer is powerful enough to compensate for background processes and you're a multitask of other monitors while playing. Only use window mode if, for some reason, you want to
play at a size smaller than the full screen size. No matter what you use, you should close other apps before you play and update your PC gaming experience. 7 Underground Torrent Sites for Getting Uncensored Content You need specialized search engines to find legal torrents, closed houses, public records, and even UFOs. Enter the dark web. About By
Ben Stegner (1593 Articles Published) More Ben Stegner Feel free to call me, but I never even considered it until last night, so I thought others might benefit from it as well.Coming with a long history of running dual monitors, I always had to run games in boundless windowless mode of habit. I recently moved to one of the 34 ultrawide, but continued to run
without borders. Tweaking my graphics settings at PUBG last night, wondering why I was getting significantly less FPS than a friend of a similar rig, moved to boundless full screen and instantly saw a 40-50fps increase. Previously I was running consistently at 50-60fps in mid-high settings, changed to full screen and jumped from 100 to 110fps at 2560x1080.
Not sure if it's just me, but maybe it will help you squeeze some extra frames out of your gear. Intel Core i7-4770KNvidia GTX 980 FEDell U3415W 34 21:9Page 2 17 comments So I tested out some games using both full screen and windows boundless and I just can't see which one is better. When I played Metal Gear Solid 5 without a windowless window, I
get fps drop issues and when I turned on the full screen, the problem went away. GTA V, I played it in full screen, thought it would give more fps but full screen, it gave me fps drops when I first started the game and moved around. So I tried to go no boundless windowless and the fps drop was completely gone. I don't get it. Isn't full screen better? 0 So I
tested out some games using both full screen and windows boundless and I just can not see which one is better. When I played Metal Gear Solid 5 without a windowless window, I get fps drop issues and when I turned on the full screen, the problem went away. GTA V, I played it in full screen, thought it would give more fps but full screen, it gave me fps drops
when I first started the game and moved around. So I tried to go no boundless windowless and the fps drop was completely gone. I don't get it. Isn't full screen better? As a G-Sync user (although the previous update is enabled for borderless support)... I always use Fullscreen. I've seen titles respond differently based on screen mode. (i.e. FC4 without
borders was terrible for me). Are your frames different between modes? If so, I would use one that preserves the highest possible shots... even if this means changing window types from title to title. GL Mate 0 There are actually some important under the hood differences between the two modes, each with its advantages. An un bordersed window is actually
just window mode with borders extended to cover everything. Fullscreen should give maximum FPS because windows devote more resources to full screen apps and the application is full output of the screen. 0 I did some more attempts and you guys are right, Fullscreen does not give more fps. But gta 5, I do not know why my fps drops to 30 when im in front
of certain areas. It's usually 55-60. Lined with a window, it doesn't do it. So what I did was, I went to the task manager and set the priority above normal GTA 5 and it has solved the problem. I think my problem has to do with cpu and resource. Cpu does not put enough effort to run gta 5 smoothly. 1 Since I have 3 monitors, I almost always go into BLW mode
because so I can click on web pages on my other monitors without minimizing the game. And most games still lock my cursor on them so I did not accidentally screen. 2 Intel i3 4170 PowerColor Radeon R9 380 4GB PCS + graphics MSI H97M-E35 Micro ATX LGA1150 Motherboard NZXT S340 case XFX TS 550W 80 + Gold Certified ATX Power supply
(note, that I already have a HDD, do not need an SSD, already got rams (8gb), optical device, windows 10 os, monitor, keyboard and mouse) my budget is 450 gbp I was wondering if psu is ok? 0 Intel i3 4170 PowerColor Radeon R9 380 4GB PCS + Video Card MSI H97M-E35 Micro ATX LGA1150 Motherboard NZXT S340 Case XFX TS 550W 80 + Gold
Certified ATX Power supply (note, that I already have a HDD, do not need an SSD, already got rams (8gb), optical device, windows 10 os, monitor, keyboard and mouse) my budget is 450 gbp I was wondering if psu is ok? The XFX TS 550w is a very high quality PSU and 80+ Gold certification would be even better. P.S.-You have an awesome rig 0 This is a
well balanced system. The XFX PSU is made by Seasonic and has a high quality and a good amount of power in your build. All parts seem compatible. 0 Intel i3 4170 PowerColor Radeon R9 380 4GB PCS + Video Card MSI H97M-E35 Micro ATX LGA1150 Motherboard NZXT S340 Case XFX TS 550W 80 + Gold Certified ATX Power supply (note, that I
already have a HDD, do not need an SSD, already got rams (8gb), optical device, windows 10 os, monitor, keyboard and mouse) my budget is 450 gbp I was wondering if psu is ok? The XFX TS 550w is a very high quality PSU and 80+ Gold certification would be even better. P.S.-You have a fantastic rig 0 Excellent mid-range game rig mate ;-) 0 wow
thanks a lot of guys, appreciate this Page 3 I'm having fps issues while playing 1280 x760 res. I get 30 fps and playing at 1024x760 I get 35 fps while playing 800x600 I get 40 fps I tried everything to increase my fps ... run commands , configs , cpucores , disabling antivirus, etc....... Please recommend me something to increase my fps Please help my
computer specs i3 550 3.2 GHz 6GB ram nvidia geforce 210 1gb 0 There is no way that it can get 90 FPS on this GPU. It's impossible that the GPU is too bad... 0 I think it's ok that the map is it? 0 I have fps issues while playing 1280 x760 res. I get 30 fps and playing 1024x760 I get 35 fps while playing 800x600 I get 40 fps I tried increase your fps ... run
commands , configs , cpucores , disabling antivirus, etc....... Please recommend me something to increase my fps Please help my computer specs i3 550 3.2 GHz 6GB ram nvidia geforce 210 1gb You run really old hardware man. You can't get much better than that sorry to tell you. Invest in a big innovation and then you'll be happy. 0 gpu is very bad overall.
It should be your attention to upgrade. I'll offer you 750t at least. 0 But I a friend got the same specs and he gets 90 + fps 1024x768 res why? 0 can you speed up to increase my fps? 0 There is no way that it gets 90 FPS with this GPU. It's impossible that the GPU is too bad... Evil...
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